Modifying or Canceling an Exam Request

Login
First, you will go to the ARConnect page. Type http://uwm.edu/arc/connect/ into the address bar. You can access the address bar in JAWS by pressing ALT + D while on your browser window. Once there, select the link labelled "Apply for accommodation services". You will log in with your ePanther ID and My Dashboard will open.

Modifying Exam Request
In My Dashboard, go to the menu heading labeled My Accommodations, and select "Alternative Testing" within this heading. You can pull up this link in JAWS by pressing INSERT + F7 and then selecting “Alternative Testing.” Press enter to open this link. Select the exam you wish to modify from the list of exams and click Modify Request.

Cancelling Exam Request
In My Dashboard, go to the menu heading labeled My Accommodations, and select "Alternative Testing" within this heading. You can pull up this link in JAWS by pressing INSERT + F7 and then selecting “Alternative Testing.” Press enter to open this link. Find the exam request you wish to cancel from the list of exams and click Cancel Request.

Questions
If you have any questions or concerns about canceling or modifying scheduled exams with ARC, please contact your ARC Counselor.